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Vardhman Textiles Ltd. is ready to amaze visitors at ASW 2022 with its wide range
of offerings from Fall-23 Textrum
 
Yes, you read that right! India’s leading textile conglomerate, Vardhman is all set to
showcase its bi-annual textile innovation trade show, Textrum,  at ASW 2022.
 
The leading manufacturer of yarns, fabrics, fibres, garments and threads, Vardhman is the
largest vertically integrated textile group in the country, having 22 state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities across five states.
 
The Group has collaborated with ASW 2022, one of Asia’s most sought-after sourcing
shows, to display the latest fabric collections with diverse categories for Fall-23.
 
This season, we are inspired by migratory lifestyles, where textiles translate to natural and
comfort-driven fabrics, influenced by community-based crafting.
 
The diverse range from Vardhman at Textrum Fall-23 will comprise the most classic to the
most fashionable with an amalgamation of optimum ecological choice. A fresh set of
colours is on the horizon, representing renewing and energising equalities.
 
A unique aspect of Textrum Fall-23 is turning it into a new era of conscious digital fusion
and gearing up to become all the more influential in the physical realm as we enter an all-
new age.
 
While you visit, don’t miss to look out for new elements like physical design influenced by
the digital world, fluidity in the virtual and real boundaries, and the evolution of digital
space emerging as ‘escapism’ and ‘self-expression’.
 
The digital world might seem far removed from nature, but it could be the key to helping us
imagine a better, more regenerative world!
 
Besides showcasing Fall-23 at ASW 2022, Textrum will also provide an exclusive
opportunity for the visitors to get a few early glimpses of its Fall-23 collection.

http://clt153683.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=DC84541&e=14485A3&c=25853&t=0&email=A7KVuHXI4Hid%2BmMtig5Obl6CdgSRBFi6oIS7TRGtyRg%3D&seq=1


 
At ASW 2022, you will find an amazing range of performance textiles with eco-friendly

and conscious blends. So,book your calendars for the 1st & 2nd of July and meet us at
Sheraton Grand, Bengaluru.

Over 5000 suppliers and buyers already registered 

@ASW Platform
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About Apparel Sourcing Week
Apparel Sourcing Week (ASW) platform is aligned to the changing dynamics of the industry, moving in
pace with evolving and shifting world trade of apparel sourcing while also acknowledging the changing

needs and wants of the customer. 
To facilitate the seamless process of sourcing for greater transparency and reach, the ASW platform
offers the industry three independent verticals – Big Show, Marketplace, and V-Expo – to enhance
business opportunities for all players in the fashion retail chain, in an environment of networking,
knowledge, and inspiration. With the three verticals, the supplier has marketing opportunities all around
the year like never before, while the buyer has multiple avenues to search his perfect sourcing partner
from South Asia.

 
About the Organiser
Apparel Resources is well known for its benchmark publications – Apparel Online, StitchWorld and
Resource Guide published from India, Bangladesh & Vietnam. These publications have been around in
the industry for over 35 years, supporting, guiding and standing by garment exporters and the retail
industry globally, providing them a platform to source better.
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